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ABSTRACT
During this reporting period, work has progressed in fabrication and i
characterization of solar cells from UCP wafers and LASS ribbons. Gettering tests 	 i
applied to UCP wafers made little change on their performance compared with
corresponding baseline data. Advanced processes such as S3, BSF, and MLAR were also
i
applied. While BSF by Al paste had shunting problems, cells with SJ and BSF by
evaporated Al, and MLAR did achieve 14.1916 AM 1 on UCP silicon..
The study of LASS material was very preliminary. Only a few cells with SJ, BSR,
(no BSF) and MLAR were completed due to mechanical yield problems after lapping the
material. Average efficiency was 10.7% AM1 with 13.4% AM1 for CZ controls.
Relatively high minority carrier diffusion lengths were obtained. The lower than expected
Jsc could be partially explained by low a^tive area due to irregular sizes.
Li
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I.	 INTRODUCTION
The objective of this program Is to Investigate, develop, and utilize technologies
appropriate and necessary for Improving the efficiency of solar cells made from
various unconventional silicon sheets. During the reporting period, work Include.:
r.	 fabrication and evaluation of solar cells from UCP (SEMIX) material and LASS
f
ribbons (Energy Material). Attempts were made to gette r some UCP wafers. In
addition, advanced processes such as shallow junction (S3) which Is always
accompanied with narrow close spaced grid lines, back surface field (BSF) or
back virface reflector (BSR), and multi-layer AR coating (MLAR) were applied
to selected samples of UCP or horizontal ribbon silicon. The results from UCP
cells were compared to the baseline processed cells. Also some effort was made
to study material properties of UCP silicon.
11.	 TECHMCAL DISCUSSION
A.	 Solar Can$ Prom Cut bmt tSir lbigd ous g32g ilrr Process (UCP)
1.0
	
Em line Solar Cult Fabrication
Six (6) polycrystalline UCP wafers (10x10cm) representing six (6) different
groups of material were delivered. Each wafer was polished and cut to 2x2cm
blanks with theirsition marked (see Figure 1 for the positions). With thePo 	 8
orientation of each wafer and Its position In each group of material known, one
can use the results of the cell performance to correlate with the properties of
each material group.
All wafers were polycrystalline with mm size grains. Measured resistivity was
about 3 ohm-cm. A baseline process was applied to fabricate solar cells. Refer
to reference (1) for the details of UCP process; reference (2) details the baseline
process.
2.0	 Solar Cell Performance and Characlerization
Characteristics Under Wumination
Solar cell parameters, such as Jsc, Voc, CFF, and 11 were measured under AM 1
conditions at 280C test block temperature. The results of the cells are
summarized in Table 1 and all the parameters are listed in Appendix HI. One can
see from the Table that the cell performance was relatively uniform. The few
cells which had shunting problems showed inclusions under microscope
observation. Figure 2 shows microscopic pictures of the Inclusions observed In a
	 -
cell which showed severe shunting problems, 	 '.
Analysis of data and visual observation indicated that the variation of Jsc was
w
related to the grain size of the material and the average Jsc was lower than the
F
i
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CZ control by more than 11%. The lower Voc could be partly accounted for by
slightly higher resistivity of the material (.3ohm-cm) than the CZ control (-I
ohm-cm). The average efficiency was considerably lower than the CZ controls
10.696 versus 13.1%.
S_pectrd Response
Absolute spectral response (A/W) was measured using the filter wheel setup.
(See Reference 2 for details.) Plots of the response of representative cells
without AR coating are given In Figure 3. The UCP cells gave lower response
than the CZ control coil, especlally at long wavelength (-0.6umX suggesting
reduced minority carrier diffusion length.
M&lA Carrhr Oiffusim Ieftth
Effective minority carrier diffuslon length (L n) was obtained using the short
circuit current method (see Reference 2 for details) of the finished solar cells.
Results from selected samples are summarized In Table 2 In which short circuit
current density information is given In right hand column for reference. The
table indicates a range L  of around 20-70um.
Plwtoe samse By Small Licht Spot Scmft
Localized photoresponse of the UCP solar cells was obtained by light scanning.
(Refer to Appendix of Reference (1) for details of the measurement.) Typical
sunning results are given In Figures 4 and 3. Figure 4 represents scanning of a
cell which Is relatively free from grain boundaries, and Figure 3, response of a
cell with small grain structure. The cell with smaller ;grains showed reduced
response, and wide spatial variations. Photoresponse of the CZ control cells are
shown.
IL
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The above two sections were reproduced from the Annual Report (Phi se W) for
ease of reference.
The figures indicate that response In the bulk of the UCP cell Is bwer than the
CZ controls.
3.0 Gette ft Tk*
The gettering process used was to polish the wafer, POC 1 3 diffusion at E730C
for 30 minutes, and etch by 2:13:3 (HF-HNO3-CH3000H) to remove the junction.
After the gettered layers were removed, the baseline process was used to make
2x2cm cells. (The baseline process Involved conservative diffusion, grids with
91% active area, and SIO AR coating.) Solar cell parameters (Isc, Voc, CFF,
and q) were measured under AM I at 2E0C test bock temperature.
Table 3 summarizes the results of the gettering test. (All parameters are listed
in Appendix III.) On comparing with Table 1, no Increase In output can be seen as
a result of the gettering. The cells made from corresponding slices (D,E, etc.)
were fairly ciose for both tests
4.0	 Hilth FSf3ceney Processes
A tota of four attempts were mao a to fabricate high efficiency cells from the
UCP material. The first two attempts were made with S3, BSF by aluminum
paste and MLAR. The third attempt was made with S3, BSR (no BSFX and
MLAR, and the fourth was made with S3, BSF by evaporated Al and MLAR. (See
Reference (2) for description cd the processes.) For the evaporated Al BSF, a
(gum) Al layer was evaporated and was alloyed for 13 minutes at WeC. Parallel
baseline solar cells were fabricated, for the second attempt because It used new
dd
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wafers without previous baseline performance. The other lets were performed
l- on material with baseline results reported M Table 1.
Tables 4-7 summarize tine results for the four attempts while Table E shows the
parallel baseline solar cells for the second attempt. All the detailed parameters
(
are listed In Appendix IA.
	 =
t
The results of Al paste by BSF as shown in Table 4 and S were very disappointing.
There were many shunting problems as reflected In the low CFF. For those cells
1
f
with reasonable CFF, there were no observable improvement of Voc as compared 	
^
with baseline results (Table 1 of and Table S.) Shunting problems In Al paste by
t ^
BSF have been often observed In the past.
	 it was believed % be caused by
{ incomplete alloying of Al In the back surface and sometime Al contamination on 	 i
i the front.
	 The physical causes of such effects are rat fully understood. 	 A
t
recent attempt by Oiiiik and Katz of SEMIX (Reference 3) to explain It by a
raodel of parallel junction P/N; In the beck surface for areas that fail to alloy,
snot be applied In this case, for there was no N } In the back ow face which was
protected by a layer of CVD oxide during diffusion. 	 Also notke that the
shunt	 In the control cell In the second attempt (Table S) was much less thanleg	 P
the UCP material.
	 This suggests a material -related problem.	 In these two
attempts the best UCP Si cell wai 13.2% AM I.
	 The expected Increase of 3sc
from 53 and MLAR was mainly responsible for the Increase here. In order to by-
pass the BSF problem, two appriaches were attempted
	
First, calls were
fabricated with an evaporated	 Y BSR only. Table 6 shows that d we was reduced
is shunting. The other approach used a 2um evaporated Al layer alloyed to form
PSF. The results are summarized in Table 7. As expected, this 86F method did
not have severe shunting problems associated with Al paste 86F method. Ala an
-5-
N
fIncrease of Voc was detected. The highest Voc o f SB4 mV is at least IOmV
higher than any previous Voc value on UCP silicon. The h4hest AM 1 TI value
was 14.1% and Is the highest value for UCP silicon to date M these tests.
N.
Absolute spectral response (A/W) n, easurements were made using a filter wheel
set-up. Response versus wavelength of selected cells are given In Figure 6 and
Figure 7. One can see that both the blue and red responses of BSR cells (Figure
r-
6) Is lower than the evaporated Al BSF cells (Figure 7). This Is not only a BSF
effect since the BSF does not affect blue response, but most likely is cawed by
less effective MLAR coating.
5.0	 Correlstion With SEMD( Work
Two reports (Reference 4 and S) describe SF.MIX processed cells an UCP S1. The
Table 1.1 of Reference 4 is reproduced; it shows the results from 2x2 cm :ells on
an early brick of UCP Si. These results, which used a cell process somewhz^re
between ASEC baseline and high efficiency processes, are similar to the results
quoted above (Table I and 7).
In a later report, using similar processing for thousands of large area cells
(92cm 2), gave average fj values between 8.93 and 10."% (Table 2.1 in
Reference S).
6.0 Wterw N* Ot"5
It as mentioned earlly that the small variation of 3sc was related ID the grain
site of the material (Section 2.0). In order to understand the of fects of the grain
boundaries on the performance of the cells, an ERIC study was carried out on
F
c
i
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selected cells by 7PL. Figure $A was the result of EBC on cell D-1-1 (by S.
Hyland of JPL). Figure AS was the actual pictu re of grain boundary of water D-T 	 "1►
{ which Is from she same portion of the crystal and the anebsed region
corresponds to the area in Figure &A. One can see there exists a correspondence
between the grain boundary and the dark lines of the EBiC. Then indicate that
many of the grabs boundarw•s are electrically active, and would have on inf'Uence
nn the lifetime of the materW. More detalled study is needed to further our
knowkte of the relationship between mama ls! properties and solar cell
performance of qe UCP mcerial.
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FIGURE 1.
MAPPING OF THE 2 X 2 CELLS IN SEMIX WAFER
I
3
Shown here are the cells' number and their positions with the orientation
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FIGURE 2.
	 Microscopic Photographs of Inclusions
.(or Precipitates) Observed in UCP Wafers
20OX Magnification., (a) From a Cell
(#E-13), (b) From a Cell (#E5).
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FIGURE 8
EBIC STUDY OF UCP MATERIAL
I 	 (a) EBIC PICTURE OF A 2x2 CE.L ON UCP MATERIAL
l
l
LACK ORIGINAL PAGE AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
f
(b) OPTICAL PICTURE ON THE SAME REGION OF (ENCLOSED AREA) OF A
CORRESPONDING 'WAFER.
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF THE SOLAR CELLS FROM CAST INGOT
BY UCP
Voc Jsc	 2 CFF NO-OF
WAFER # (mV) (mA/cm) (516) (96) CELLS
Ave. 559 25.1 78 10.9
A-5 S.D. 6 0.9 1 0.5 14
Range 546-570 23.0-26.4	 I 74-79 9.9-11.8
Ave. 554 25.1 76 10.6
B-3 S.D. 9 1.2 2 ^,7 15
Range 540-568 23.1-26.9 70-79 9.h-12.0
Ave. 550 25.5 76 10.7
C-1 S.D. 5 0.5 1 0.4 12
Range 542-558 24.4-26.4 73-77 9.7-11.1
Ave. 557 26.0 76 11.0
D-3 S.D. 8 0.7 2 .6 12
Range 542-568 25.0-26.8 70-78 9.5-11.7
Ave. 543 25.4 72 9.9
E-7 S.D. 14 0.6 10 1.5 12
Range 504-558 24.0-26.1 44-78 5.5-11.2
Ave. 555 24.9 75 10.4
F-3 S.D. 7 0.8 2 0.5 13
Range 540-570 23.1-26.1 72-78 9.4-11.5
Combining Ave. 553 25.3 76 )0.6 78
All wafers Range 504-570 21.0-26.9 44-79 5.5-12.0
Ave. 586 28.7 78 13.1
CZ Control S.D. 0.2 1 0.1 3
Range - 28.5-28.9 77-79 13.0-13.2
-16-
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TABLE 2
EFFECTIVE MINORITY CARRIER DIFFUSION LENGTH OF SOLAR CELLS
MADE FROM UCP WAFERS
Jsc(mA/cm2)
CELL NO. LD(um) (No AR)
A-5-10 48 18.6
GOOD CELLS B-3-5 72 19.2
D-3-1 63 18.7
A-5-15 44 17.6
AVE.CELL!^ C-1-14 48 17.6
E-7-1 46 17.6
A-5-12 28
a
16.3
BAD CELLS B-3-2 23 16.2
F-3-6 37 16.3
CONTROL 112 177 20.5
n
C,
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF GETTERING RESULTS
Voc(rnV) Jsc(mA/cm 2) CFF(%) T) (fib)
AVE. 557 25.8 71 10.5
D5 S. D. 7 .8 7 1.14
RANGE 546-564 24.4-26.9 50-77 6.9-11.4
AVE. 543.8 25.4 67.7 9.4
E 5 S. D. 24.9 .7 12.7 2.0
RANGE 470-558 23.6-26.4 31-76 3.6-10.8
AVE. 554.6 25.0 72 10.0
T5 S. D. 16.9 .88 9 1.5
RANGE 498-570 23.9-26.5 40-79 4.9-11.2
AVE. 580 ?7.9 75.5 12.2
CZ S. D. 2.8 .46 2.1 .36
CONTROL RANGE 576-582 27.4-28.5 73-78 11.9-12.7
-18-
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TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF UCP CELLS WITH SJ, BSF
61	 BY Al PASTE AND M LAR (1ST ATTEMPT)
Voc (mv) Jsc (mA/cm 2) CF!- (915) (96)
A VE. 543 29.5 65 10.6
D-1
S. D. 15 .9 11 2.3
(7 Cells)
RANGE 514-562 28.0-30.5 45-77 6.4-13.2
M,
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TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF UCP CELLS WITH SJ, BSF
BY Al PASTE AND MLAR (2ND ATTEMPT)
CELL Voc (m V) Jsc (rnA/crn 2 ) CFF (916) (96)
A VE. 526 26.7 64 3.0
G-2
S. D. 9 0.7 9 1.4
(15 Cells)
RANGE 510-544 25.9-27.8 47-74 6.7-11.5
A VE. 537 27.2 68 10.0
H-2
5.11. 8 1.3 6 1.1
(14 Cells)
RANGE 530-552 23.4 56-78 7.9-11.3
AVE. 598 32.5 73 14.2
CZ
Control S.D. 9 0.5 9 2.0
(12 Cells)
RANGE 580-610 31.6-33.1 46-79 8.6-15.9
-20-
TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF UCP CELLS WiTH SJ, BSR
(NO BSF) AND MLAR
Voc (rnV) Jsc (mA/cm 2 ) CFF (
	 ) (%)
AVE. 567 '?i.6 77 12.0
A-1
S.D. 5 .6 2 .5
(l4 Cells)
RANGE 554-574 26.3-28.9 73-78 11.1-12.6
A VE. 586 30.0 79 13.8
CZ
CONTROL S. D. 1 .2 ) .1
(5 Cells)
RANGE 586-588 29.6-30.3 78-80 13.6-13.9
IN
l
C
t^t
1
TABLE 7
UCP SOLAR CELLS WITH SJ, BSF
BY EVAPORATED Al, MLAR
Voc (mV) Jsc(mA/cm 2) CFF (96) M BEST
A VE. 572 29.5 78 13.2
UCP
S. D. 7 .9 1 .6 14.1%
(12 Cells)
RANGE 560-584 23.2-31.1 77-80 12.4-14.1
AVE. 595 31.7 80 15.1
CZ
CONTROL S. D. 1 .4 1 .2 15.4%
CELLS
RANGE 594-596 31.2-32.2 79-81 14.7-15.4
G,
9
fl
J
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SUMMARY OF BASELINJ UCP CELLS FROM THE
CORRESPONDING MATERIAL IN TABLE 5
t
t
CELL Voc (m V) Jsc (mA/cm ) CFF W W
AVE. 543 24.8 75 10.0
G-4
S.D. 7 1.1 3 .7
(16 Cells)
RANGE 530-556 20.9-25.9 63-78 84-10.9
A VE. 546 24.9 75 10.2
H-3
(15 Cells)
RANGE 538-552 24.0-26.0 70-77 9.6-10.8
AVE. 584 27.8 76 12.3
C 
CONTROL S. D. 4 .2 3 .6
(7 Cells)
RANGE 576-586 27.5-78.0 68-78 11.0-12.7
f	 -23-
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TABLE 9 +
SUMMARY OF LIGHT I -V DATA FOR 2 CM X 2 CM CELLS
FROM BRICK 4726(UCP MATERIAL)
BRICK
LOCA-
TION
CELL
NUMBER
4726-
AM1 SHORT
CURCUIT
CURRENT DENSITY
( MA CM2 )
OPEN
CIRCUIT
VOLTAGE
( VMV)
: ILL
FACTOR
AM 
CONVERSION
EFFICIENCY
(8)
TOP
A3-1
A3-2
A3-3 29 568 .73 12.0
A3 - 4 30 564 . 70 11.9
A4-1 31 574 .65 11.5
A4-2 30 542 .51 8.5
A4-3
A4-4 30 572 .76 12.8
MIDDLE
B3-1 28 542 .48 7.2
B3-2 31 560 .57 9.8
B3-3 25 5F1 .71 10.0
B3-4 29 572 .66 10.9
134-1 30 574 .67 11.5
B4-2 29 551 .48 7.8
B4-3 30 577 .76 13.1
B4-4 29 569 .72 11.9
BOTTOM
C3-1 19 486 .48 4.3
C3-2 21 507 .48 5.2
C3-3 18 513 .66 6.0
6.7C3-4 18 520 .72
C4-1 19 525 .66 6.7
C4-2 18 486 .52 4 .4
C4-3 18
18
515
508
.66
.65
5 .9
5.9C^-4
i^
n
n
n
c
a
o^
n
a
+ It is a reproduction of Table 1.1 from Reference 4.
"Cells broken during processing
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3B.	 Solar Cells From LASS Process
1.0	 Solar Cell Fabrication
The ribbons were made by the LASS process (Energy Materials). Advanced
processed solar cells were fabricated from two ribbons. Because of the
uneveness of the surface of this material, especially on the dendritic side,
lapp ing was needed to prepare the samples and consequently some of the samples
were very thin. BSR was applied to most of the samples while BSF was applied
to a selected few. The yield was low on these cells mainly because of the
thinness of many of the blanks. In the future, special thin cell processing will
possibly be used with this material if necessary.
2.0	 Solar Cell Performance and Characterization
Characteristics Under Illumination
Finished solar cells were tested under AM 1 conditions at 28 0C test block
temperature. Table 9 lists the results of the cells. The only surviving BSF cell
was shunted and was not included. The low Jsc of cells can be partially
explained by lower active area, and the lack of a BSF, an essential for cells as
thin as 5-6 mil.
Spectral Response
Absolute spectral response (A/W) was obtained using a filter wheel set-up.
f	 Response versus wavelength of selected celis are given in Figure 9. The blue
r	 response was relatively low, prob2bly because of MLAR variations in different
r	 (^
runs.
CMincwity Carrier Diffusion Length
1C
Minority carrier diffusion length (L D) for selected finished cells was measured by
^ ^ -25-
nthe same filter wheel set-up using the short circuit current method (Reference
2). The results were listed in Table 10. The L  values of the ribbons are fairly
high for this material. The main problem was the scarcity of samples. this will
be remedied in later tests, allowing a better evaluation of the true material
quality.
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TABLE 10
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF THE LASS
o^0
MATERIALS W, BSR, MLAR)
voc (m V) Jsc (mA/cm 2) CFF (916) W
IAVE. 562 26 73 10.7
LASS S. D. 9 1.3 5 1.16
RANGE 552-574 24.1-27.4 65-77 9.4-11.8
A VE. 581 30.8 75 13.4
CONTROL S. D. 2 0.5 2 0.2
RANGE 580-584 30.4-31.3 73-76 13.2-13.5
W 
I )
—28—
l^
r
TABLE 11
	
' (
	
EFFECTIVE MINORM CARRIER DIFFUSION LENGTH OF
	
1	 SOLAR CELLS MADE FROM LASS MATERIAL.
CELLS #	 L  (Urn)
1-2 76
1-4 76
2-4 85
Control CZ #3 167
d
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IiCONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
UCP	 )
o	 From the initial wafers, gettering process proved to be unfruitful. For 	 1
advanced processing, Al paste by BSF proved to have shunting problems 	 ^1
while BSF by evaporated A] was reasonably effective and the best cell was
14.1%.
o	 EBIC study showed that most grain boundaries were electricaly active, but
4
the overall effect of grain boundary on cell performance did not seem to be
large.
LASS
o Due to the uneveness ui the material, lapping was necessary and there was a
severe yield problem. The efficiency of the cells averaged 10.7% with
13.4% on CZ control (advanced process without BSF).
"rhe minority carrier diffusion lengths of the material were quite good, but	 1
the average 7sc was not as high as expected. This may be due to the
irregular area of the final samples which reduced active area, and to the
thinness of the sample. Since the number of cells were small, more work is
needed for to determine the quality of the material as potertial solar cell
material.
u
Also, some atte mpt should be made to fabricate cells on the non-dendritic
side of unlapped ribbons to see how they perform.
N 
i^
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IV.	 WORK PLAN STATUS
The following silicon sheets are expected in processing and evaluation during the
{ 
l	 next period.
o	 A IJCP ingot wil! be sliced and studied to find out if any variation exists as a
function of position.
o	 More gettering tests will be performed on UCP silicon.
41M
1 n
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APPENDIX II
ABBREVIATIONS
V
it
._
#s
r
i
r
f.
'f
L
(1L
i
c
r
c
L
VOC:	 Open Circuit Voltage
`SC'	 Snort Circuit Current
3SC:	 )h.,r*. Circuit Current Density
ISCR	 Short Ci rcuit Current (Red Response) at Wavelength Above .bum
ISCB 	 Short Circuit Cu rrent (Blue Response) at Wavelength Below .6um
^."'F:	 Cur,	 11 Flr'tor
"(1 :	 Solar Ce l l Cunversion Efficiency
L:	 Minority Carrier Diffusion Length (D.L.)
IMAX'	 Current at Maximum Power Point
VMAX'	 Voltage at Maximum Power Point
BSF:	 Back Surface Field
BSR:	 Back Surface Reflector
V B ;	 Bias Voltage
Io :	 Diode Saturation Current
HEM:	 Heat Exchanger .Method
EFG:	 Edge Defined Film-Fed Growth
SOC:	 Silicon on Ceramic
RTR:	 Ribbon-to-Ribbon
UCP:	 Ubiqu tou.; Crystalization Process
SPV:	 Surface Photovoltage
MLAR:	 Multi-Layer Anti-Reflective
R s :	 Series Resistance
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ELECTRICAL DATA SHEETS FOR LASS MATERIAL
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